Appendix A

Feedback notes from engagement events
Early Years Area SENCOs and Portage Home Visiting Service
Stakeholders Engagement Event
26th November 2021 10:00-11:30

1. What is working well from the Early Years Area SENCO Service and the Portage Service?
SENCO/Setting comments
Parent/Carer comments
Early Years Area Good awareness of how it is in setting. Knowledgeable Support from early years SENCO whenever there is a problem.
SENCO Service
team.
Questions are answered quickly. Shame it is term time only
support. Could do with help in holidays. Excellent at
Area SENCO massive support to setting. Have 13 children supporting setting.
under area SENCO. 6 ehcp done for school. Will put in extra
meetings when needed. Speaks to parents when required. Child starting school next year. Feels service is disjointed.
All year-round support. Have a high need of high needs
children. They are all year round, but not send children who to move across. (Yeovil area). They are applying for ehcp.
tend to be term time. Has a special room for SEND children. Preschools are good at supporting, old preschool helping too.
Good support dealing with parents.
Its worrying service might be cut.
Really positive experience, high send cohort. The support
they get is positive. When they changed area SENCO, it
worked fine they worked together to make the change
seamless. Always on end of phone and email if they are
needed. Creating a team around the child. Accessed
training through SENCO. Autism and education training.
Been upskilled by them.
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Early years SENCO at nursery has been a huge help as is the
school SENCO. Daughter has huge delay in speech both
English and native language. Huge improvement after
starting preschool. SENCO worked one to one daily. S&L and
EP were involved. Put strategies in place. What was working
in nursery goes into home. Amazing SENCO in nursery, feels
her daughter would be more delayed without it. Plan for
transition to school, lots of chat between SENCOs nursery and
school. Feels they owe everything to nursery SENCO. All
nurseries should have SENCOs.

They are a huge support mechanism for children and staff Son not diagnosed
children. They have different experiences across the team setting and has improved in last few weeks. Area SENCO was
which you need. They are at end of phone when needed. great got them on the journey
She is a lifeline. Supports always with strategies. Speaks to
parents when needed. The role is incredible.

Portage Service

Families have had portage. Has worked really well having
someone sitting with you, as a parent is amazing. They
build strong relationship with families. One setting has a
portage group in their setting where they come in and
meet the team. Can talk to them and network. What they
can do to support. Fabulous team. Offer very personal
home support. You c
les between
portage and aera SENCOs. Need both teams and more
SENCOs and portage workers. Portage has the time in the
home to speak and feel safe. Families know the 2 teams
communicate.
Helping with sensory issues for a child, helped mum to put
an activity together at home that she was worried about
doing.
Model strategies from preschool at home.
Good idea having portage going into settings.
Works with transition going into school. Term time service.
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2. Are there any gaps in the provision of either service?
SENCO/Setting comments
Early Years Area
SENCO Service
and Portage
Service

Parent/Carer comments
Parents would like the choice whether they went during
Cluster meeting in area has to be paid for if you want to have holidays. Especially children going into school. Meet it from
them. Sometimes you want to speak to other setting and ask both ends could they have something a few weeks before
starting back. To remind children what it's like. Think about
what's best for child not staff. Such a big wait 6 weeks. Who
a small setting could be very overwhelming with no other are we doing this for? Not what best for us.
support. (Chard)

If all year round it could compromise term time service. So
feeling that term time needed to take priority. Contracts
could change and service could be compromised. Provision
will change in the holidays as core education in term time.
Would be good to buddy up with another setting. Works
well if a child with an uncommon condition another setting
might have experience of it. Should all be reaching out to
each other. Cluster meetings not inclusive. People would feel
nervous.
Some families need support through the summer holidays
before transition to school. But each family is different. It
would be difficult for portage going in especially if other
children in house. Families would like something in holidays
especially if only one child.
If running groups getting children together in holidays is
good for families. Be good to have groups to go to.
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3. What, if anything, can be improved in either service?
SENCO/Setting comments
Early Years Area
SENCO Service
Free access to cluster meetings.
More of everything. More SENCOs, more portage workers.
More support groups. Access to OT, S&L, EP etc make it
easier to access. Having that support in that moment. Not
just given a leaflet when diagnosed. Struggles to get
diagnosis should be easier. Early intervention works. Gap in
access to speech and language but is easier than OT. Can do
request for support but have to jump through hoops. Not
inclusive. Families have to do so much to get support. Got
to tell them to do stuff they
informing families. No docs or specialist told them anything.
Need more of it. Families have no idea of services. No one
knows what programs exist.
Massive reductions in services over the years.

Parent/Carer comments
Needs to increase services do not decrease
criteria for a lot of things. First school holidays with him at
home. Most activities are for older children too young for
them at 5. Needs focused activities. The 6-week break will be
too much he needs continuity. Has applied for OT 4 times and
finally got hold of them. Once he had been seen they were
great and learnt lots. Why do you need to apply 4 or 5 times
to be seen. S&L seen two years on 4th speech therapist now
changed from Taunton to Yeovil. Are good when see them
but no consistency. Especially not having diagnosis not that
there is much support when there is. Been in system since 2.5
years old. Third paediatrician. Once you can get in is good but
SENCO
be where they are, cutting service would be detrimental on
our children.

Universals services need to be better. Children can't meet
thresholds for services. More portage workers needed. But
Bring children back into their own community. Feels like they maybe missing a service as children are getting missed as not
are hidden away.
high enough needs. Need a universal serviced perhaps below
portage. Monitored on a lower level.
Thresholds to access are too high? Definitely too high, real
challenge to get through to OT. Though portage and S&L is S&L - daughter has huge send. Speech was a huge thing S&L
high. Sometimes by the time they get in the child is too old. a major thing for her. Being on both sides of getting and not
getting help. Until had diagnosis and proper paperwork they
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Need a service like get set level 2. For send children to
support at the interim level. Get set level 2 was good for a
lot of families. Need that support for families.
English as an additional language families feel they need to

Portage Service

ehcp in place so many doors opened. There are other children
in same situation and it is not fair. Why do you ned to have it
in writing to get help. If parent wanted private S&L it is to
expense. Daily one to one support is too expensive. One thing
to assess a child and have the provision, have all the
needs fully. Feel they have to pay for the service. Families paperwork to say needs this and that but if no provision it's
no good and takes too
provision in proper category it's
Cluster to be free but also multiagency with HV, portage, until document created. If parents could get help quicker
SENCOs, Area SENCOs, nursery staff, S&L, OT etc
would be so much better for children. Earlier they get the
support the better. Get the help without the paperwork.
More SENCOs.
Really hard process to go through EHCP for parents and
settings.
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ANYTHING ELSE

Child not in Chard is having a 2.5-year check.
Her child is 2 waiting to see if it happens. Her son never had
his check. Nursey picked up needs and contacted services so
2.5-year-old checks are they happening what is relationship HV said will wait till 3 to do it instead, her son is now 5 and
like with HV?
not had it. Nursery contacted HV to say
struggling but
Nurseries are doing 2.5-year-old checks and using new they only came out once.
framework. Share with parents and keeps a record. Never
get feedback. Seems to go into abyss.
Under midwife till 11 months old as forgot to discharge.
Very prevalent for them. YP just left setting because of
disjointedness of 2-year
him. Little sister has been seen but nothing for him. Had to
find out who HV was. Is there a number to contact team if
there is a gap?
Staff will write on document please follow up with HV, Feel
like they have to chase. Very disheartening to do work and
it goes nowhere.
Parent had a bad relationship with HV. Since then, they do
have a HV in their setting. Wish all nurseries could have
them. See a few regular so can flag children up to them.
Regular meetings with HV team and area SENCOs. All 2year-old checks done and emailed to HV team as parents
would forget to hand over. Frustrating if there is concern.
Seem both sides over the years. Can drag HV in by their
ankles to use and abuse the service. Says you need to go see
this family etc. HV team very stretched especially after get
set has gone. As they are picking up the slack. Staff
shortages everywhere.
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HV is lovely and helpful.
Minehead has great HV service. Postcode lottery.

streamline as that means taking staff away.
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Early Years Area SENCOs and Portage Home Visiting Service
Stakeholders Engagement Event
25th November 2021 18:00-19:30

1. What is working well from the Early Years Area SENCO Service and the Portage Service?
SENCO/Setting comments

Parent/Carer comments

Early Years Area
SENCO Service
They are all very committed to helping every child and
setting.
They have got brilliant knowledge and can answer any
questions that you may have
We feel that we can ask any questions and they get back
very quickly
You build up a rapport with the early year SENCOs, you
know from their experience what to do next. Always on the
end of the telephone.
Being there for the school entry planning meetings, when
children are moving through EYFS transition.
Helping with approaching parents and talking to parents
about their child. Giving advice to parents.
Helping families with the emotional side and supporting
them when they get the diagnosis and supporting them
through the process.
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Getting communications from other professionals. Chase
up other professionals when we are waiting for reports.
Liaising with other professionals on your behalf.
Checking and overseeing the whole process.
Advising on funding applications and help with requests
Tell us when the deadlines are and when to
apply for funding and when not to apply.
Help with how to word things for a funding application and
checking that the practitioner had filled it in correctly.
Happy to read through the draft application and ensures
that I am on track.
Area SENCO, supportive if we need help on the
applications.

supported me through this process and the children
received specialist provisions and the parents are relieved.
Good Area SENCO cluster workshops. They keep you up to
date on anything and

workshops)
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SENCO networks are great.
Support for families at home with activities and strategies
to help them, conversations with the setting and visits to
settings for them to see the child in and out of setting
Area SENCO will respond all year round

Portage Service

Individually with families and this can be brought into
settings which helps with consistency.
Families say that they were available to contact them
anytime and even when the portage had officially ended,
and they carried supporting them
Sometimes visits to home and setting was needed
especially when the child is ok at home but not in setting,
they were a bridge between the two.

excited when they knew they were having a home visit.
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2. Are there any gaps in the provision of either service?
SENCO/Setting comments

Parent/Carer comments

Early Years Area
SENCO Service
SENCO networks are not great timing for childminders as
they are at 4pm.
Seeing more of them would be lovely, but we know that their
caseload is massive and there are only a few of them.
Those attending were mostly term time the one nursery who
was all year-round provision but would be nice to have them
visit but I am aware of their caseload
Holidays (particularly the 6 week holiday) is a long time to
potentially have no support.
Engagement team with the family, like a conduit between
services, in particular those who will not meet criteria for
MAISEY buying in private SALT. For example.
SALT waiting list is very long and such a big thing for
children to get support with.
Waiting times are too long for the children who require
these services
What is about not understanding that communication is key
to behaviour!!!
Early help is the key and we need to support the families at
lower level, before it hits crisis.
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Supporting families in the longer holidays

-level
Portage Service

threshold.
thresholds.

-level

Some stay and play sessions being led by other practitioners
like SALT etc.
supportive or a place that can be accessed easily (transport
is a struggle)
Support to families that are in the 6-week holiday and are
going to start school, even those settings that are all year
round.
Concerns when children regress when they are on holiday.
during holidays in particular when they start a new setting.
Dealing with anxiety in the periods before they started a new
setting.
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3. What, if anything, can be improved in either service?
SENCO/Setting comments

Parent/Carer comments

Early Years Area
SENCO Service
More money = more professionals
More professionals seeing the children.
Lose the Postcode lottery

consistent throughout.

More solution focused system, having a buddy system (peer
to peer review/support) i.e. another childminder to help a
childminder.
Health Visitors seeing more children (some families do not
know who their HV is) and they come into pre-school at the
age of 2 years and never seen a health visitor.
Health visitors need to be consistent.

settings are chasing.

postcode lottery and they have had no issues contacting
them (Yeovil)
Do we need to look at all services that are supporting young
children, rather than SENCOs and Portage in isolation?
question asked by a EY attendee (including paediatricians
and CWD team)
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There are not enough professionals in the community
supporting the children, families and settings.

Appendix B

Individual responses

Response 1
I have recently been advised that Somerset County Council are considering removing the role of Area SENCO.
Our son is now at school and therefore we have now just moved past the need of requiring help from the Area SENCO but I would like to let you
know that this role is vital to the parents and the setting which the child attends. We enter into this journey, with an exceptionally long and steep
learning curve with absolutely no support from anyone. The settings are also constantly learning and seeking advice because t
have professionally trained experts within their staff. The Area SENCO, for us, was literally a lifeline who provided us with guidance, support and
health care and
other developmental milestones. This is something that the case officers dealing with the EHCPs, in my opinion are not able to do because they
lack the knowledge, training, compassion and empathy.
Early years is so important (and indeed the Duchess of Cambridge fully supports and relays this) and yet time and time again, it is indicated to me
that young children with SEN are woefully pushed to one side, leaving parents and settings floundering and fighting for their
education.
If the Area SENCO is removed how can the expertise associated with the appropriate developmental milestones be flowed to the setting and
parents? EVERY child deserves this, not just those who can afford to send their child to a setting with this in place.
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Response 2
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to voice my views on the Area SENCO Early Years Team/portage services. I have nothing but great
things to say about our Early Senco team and even through the Covid 19 pandemic our Area Senco was so helpful via zoom with one case of
ours. I have not had much dealings with the portage team so cannot give an opinion.
I hope this is helpful. I am also very grateful for the Senco workshops that we can access as a setting termly.
Response 3
I'd like to email you some feedback on regards to the area SENCo team. I have had close contact and care from Jo from the Early Years SENCO
team for our son X. She first saw our son in the baby room the ducklings room at X Nursery which we had as parents agreed to his referral. It was
the best decision we made, and Jo has had a massive impact on X life we have struggled with him and he has had many issues over the years and
really needed that extra support and understanding that she had. She helped guide and support not only us as parents but the nursery, his
keyworker and now the school he is in. We can't tell you how much of a massive impact she has had on our lives not only for X but as a family. It
has been an immense journey, but she has been so supportive with giving us amazing ideas and coping strategies to work with. She has always
been there for X and has known him since he was a small baby. I think this service is incredible and so important for families and family life. X is
now doing absolutely amazing at school and striving constantly which is the amazing work and thanks to Jo reviews and care plans. The school
he is in can now meet all his needs and set new action plans for him. So, in conclusion to our thoughts and experiences are that it's been life
changing as a whole and all thanks to the work of the Early Years SENCO team.
Our sincere appreciation for all you has done and continuing to do from the X family.
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Response 4
Dear Sir/Madam
within Early years setting.
It is our intention, to attend the meeting, that is coming up. However, because as a setting it is something we feel so strongly about. We want to
also send a letter of support. As our experiences of accessing these services have been invaluable to both us as a setting and to our individual
children and families who access these services.We cannot stress enough the importance of having an Area SENCo available for the Early Years
sector.
Our nursery SENCo finds having direct contact with the Area SENCo invaluable for advice and strategies when managing and supporting young
children who present with diverse and complicated needs. We feel that her role will significantly be unsupported without the opportunity to have
access to an Area SENCo.
Area SENCos provide valuable training opportunities to enable our Senco and other nursery/school SENCos to keep up to date with relevant
changes and updates in regard to our role as well as information about different conditions or behaviours, how to recognise and support them.
Having an Area SENCos lead, be part of meetings such as pre-school and school entry meetings are so important. Their expertise is invaluable
when supporting parents through these stressful times of transition for their children.
The expertise and reports they provide are so important when we complete forms for funding for children with significant needs and for E.H.C.P.s.
Does this mean that this line of support for younger children will no longer be viewed as important? How can we continue with these processes if
Area SENCos are not included, they are integral to it all?
It worries us greatly that cutbacks may have an impact on the amazing service the Area SENCos provide to nurseries, schools and parents.
At a time when our young children have missed so much of their early years learning, due to the pandemic. With services already running behind
and being over stretched. It is inconceivable to consider cuts to this service.
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Response 5
My name is X, I am setting SENCo at X Nursery.
I have been in this role for approximately 4 years and during this time I have found the support I have received from Wendy, our Area SENCo,
invaluable.
I am always concerned when I hear that services are going to be reviewed, that this is going to mean cuts to that service.
I cannot state strongly enough that the support we receive as a nursery from our area SENCo is vital. Wendy always replies promptly to emails
and phone calls, with help and advice. Without that support I would often be at a loss as to the next move in supporting a child and their family.
d give us
support, ideas and reassurance. There is always quite a wait for these visits as the service seems to be very stretched.
I feel strongly that this service needs to be growing and certainly should not have any cuts made.
The area SENCo support is absolutely vital and to lose any of it would be extremely detrimental to the lives of our children with SEND and their
families.
Response 6
We are a small preschool setting, that runs on a termly basis.
We have frequently used the early years SENCO services for the children and families who attend our setting.
We have made referrals to Portage services as well and some of our previous children have accessed their services as part of their care plans or as
part of being on MAISEY The early years SENCo teams have always been very helpful and provide an invaluable service to us, the children and
their families.
They are always available on the telephone or via email if we have concerns or queries and their support gives us the confidence to support
the children in their needs. They are experienced in their roles and are very approachable.
The care plans they provide are easy to follow for all staff and parents.
They have also supported us and our parents with applying for EHCP's
The training packages they offer are helpful in keeping staff up to date with new legislation, ways of working, support strategies and CPD.
Delivering them online through teams has meant access is much easier although it hinders discussion within a group and sharing of ideas and
experiences.
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Response 7
Good morning!
I have a son diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder and Senco as well as Portage are involved in his development.
Senco has been working with us for longer and they ensure that the nursery are working in a person centred way with my son.
Starting with September my son is attending X and X nurseries and I am pleased to say that Senco has set up lovely communication between the
settings and home. During our meetings we have discussed what is working and not working for my son, new ideas to try and recently Senco has
had the brilliant idea to set up a communication book for my son which personally I didn't think about it.
Regarding Portage, I have been waiting for them longer and I was quite disappointed, I didn't know if I m doing the right things at home and
being a foreigner, I was unaware of the system and I was feeling frustrated as I wasn't receiving the help that I was looking for. At first Portage
has told me that we are on the waiting list and most probably my son will get help after Easter. Things changed and they have contacted me to
let me know that I'm on the front of the list now and I will get the help promised.
Now we have had 2 visits from Portage at home and I am extremely happy with it. Even my son is smiling, and he gets excited when he sees
Debra (from Portage) coming. She has provided me with plenty information, and I feel like she is supporting us a lot. My son refused me to get
engaged with him in activities since forever and I was really sad and frustrated about it, but he is doing great with Debra. Somehow, she managed
with my own
eyes the way he is interacting and taking part in activities with Debra. I have been waiting a bit for the support I am receiving right now, but all of
s a chance for my son to
have a good quality life as an adult.
In my opinion this kind of services are what families like mine need, and I think it will be a great idea if they would receive more support in order
to grow, so they can help everyone without a waiting time or list.
I am pleased I have been asked for feedback as I was wandering where I can express my admiration about the services.
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Response 8
I am unable to attend the meeting but would like to put my thoughts forward on what a valuable service we at X Preschool have always had from
the Area Senco Service.
Currently we have 2 children with SEN and our area Senco (Polly) has been a brilliant source of help in me putting things in place for these
children.
Last year we had 4 children that needed support and years before there has always been a child who we had to seek help for. In the past it has
been Louise and Karen. Both of them a great assistance. We have always been able to access help for these children and would be at a great loss
without their involvement.
Children with special needs are coming through our doors more frequently than ever.I would like to show our gratitude for the wonderful
support we receive from these professional people in helping our children and I know I am speaking for the parents that have gained assistance
from their input over the years.
A truly worthwhile service that cannot be replaced.
Response 9
Interview and thoughts from a parent of a 2 YO diagnosed child diagnosed with ASD attending the xxxx.
Area SENCOs
Q: Could you tell me what you know about an Early Years Area SENCO?
A: When x started at xxx , I remembered she took charge of the meeting I think?
Q: Can you tell me what the meeting was for?
A: Finding X needs, linking everyone up so that everyone had the same information. I was disappointed when the lady left and I had to have a
new one who I have never seen and the meeting I was due to have, has been cancelled.
Q: Do you know what an Area SENCO does?
A: Can they help me to refer but you have done all of that. The lady put a plan together or thinking about it did the speech & language lady
do the plan?
Q: What support would you like from an Area SENCO in the future?
A:
sorry, I
know.
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Portage
UPQ: Could you tell me what you know about Portage
A: I was referred by my HV at 19 months to the Paediatrician, who also referred me to xxxx. The HV also referred me to Portage and X started in
Sept 21. X is 3 in March, so it has taken over a year to get portage. My portage lady is off and I have rung for updates and a lady has been
updating me. I have only had 2 sessions and they were going really well,
very frustrating and now it has stopped.
When the lady visited, she told me about PECs, she said she could support me and refer to lots of things and I remember she said she could do
anything and everything.
Q: What Support would you like from Portage in the future?
A: Communication could be better, more consistent. If the portage lady was off, why not have someone in her place? I am really worried about
the break and as I only get 26 weeks, I feel 2 weeks have been wasted.

A: The first 2 sessions were nice, but not enough time to get a real taste of whether it would make any difference. A big difference at home
would have been to have hands on support this would have been
but being consistent works and I wanted that support at home so you and portage could work together.
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